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Abstract. Assessing noninvasively cerebral autoregulation, the protective mechanism of the brain to maintain constant cerebral blood flow despite changes in blood pressure, is challenging. Infants on life support system (ECMO) for cardiorespiratory failure are at risk of cerebral autoregulation impairment and consequent neurological problems. We measured oxyhaemoglobin concentration (HbO2) by multichannel (12 channels) near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) in six infants during sequential changes in ECMO flow. Wavelet cross-correlation (WCC) between mean arterial pressure (MAP) and HbO2 was used to construct a time-frequency representation of the concordance between the two signals to assess the nonstationary aspect of cerebral autoregulation and investigate regional variations. Group data showed that WCC increases with decreasing ECMO flow indicating higher concordance between MAP and HbO2 and demonstrating loss of cerebral autoregulation at low ECMO flows. Statistically significant differences in WCC were observed between channels placed on the right and left scalp with channels on the right exhibiting higher values of WCC suggesting that the right hemisphere was more susceptible to disruption of cerebral autoregulation. Multichannel NIRS in conjunction with wavelet analysis methods can be used to assess regional variations in dynamic cerebral autoregulation with important clinical application in the management of critically ill children on life support systems.
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1 Introduction

Cerebral autoregulation refers to the regulatory properties of the brain’s vascular bed to maintain constant cerebral blood flow (CBF) despite changes in blood pressure, over a wide range of blood pressures.1 When changes in mean arterial pressure (MAP) result in concordant changes in CBF, the cerebral circulation is deemed “pressure passive” and cerebral autoregulation is considered to be no longer intact. Various approaches have been used to assess the status of cerebral autoregulation by considering the relationship between spontaneous fluctuations in MAP and CBF surrogates either in the time or frequency domain.2,3

Methods in the time domain include the calculation of linear Pearson’s correlation between consecutive samples of averaged MAP and CBF surrogates to determine a correlation index. For example, Czosnyka et al. used the moving correlation coefficient between the MAP and intracranial pressure (ICP) to obtain an index (pressure-reactivity index, PRX), which quantifies cerebrovascular reactivity with the strength of linear correlation between fluctuations in the two parameters.4 This index was reported to correlate with indices of autoregulation based on cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFV) measurements using transcranial Doppler ultrasonography.5 A positive correlation between MAP and CBFV indicates disrupted autoregulation, while a negative correlation implies that autoregulation is intact. Brady et al. used this method of moving linear correlation between MAP and tissue oxygen saturation (TOS) to assess cerebral autoregulation in children supported on cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) during surgery for correction of congenital heart defects.6 The purpose of the study was to use the method as a means of determining the lower limits of MAP below which paediatric patients on CPB might be at risk for brain injury.

Typical frequency methods for investigating the regulation of cerebral haemodynamics include power spectral analysis under various physiological or pathological conditions.7,8 However, large inter-subject variability is often found in these absolute measurements of power spectra, which makes statistical differences hard to achieve. Transfer function and coherence analysis have been developed as methods to quantify the frequency dependent covariation of MAP and CBF. These methods rely on the presence of oscillations in MAP and CBF surrogates. The transfer function assumes that autoregulation mechanisms can be described by a linear dynamic system with arterial blood pressure as input and blood flow velocity as output. The transfer magnitude, or gain, quantifies the damping effect between the input and the output of the transfer function. A low gain indicates an efficient autoregulation, whereas an increase in gain represents a diminished efficiency of the dynamic process of
The coherence function describes the linearity of the relation between the input (MAP) and output (CBF) signals. High coherence values can be anticipated when autoregulation is impaired. Transfer function analysis was used to study the concordance between MAP and NIRS parameters in premature infants. Wong et al. used transfer function and coherence to quantify the relation between MAP and NIRS parameters in the slow oscillations region (< 0.1 Hz) in clinically sick preterm infants and concluded that high coherence is associated with mortality. The use of correlation, coherence and partial coherence analysis suffers from the big drawback of averaging out all potential useful time information, hence treating cerebral autoregulation as a stationary, linear process. To overcome this drawback, it is natural to consider time-frequency analysis.

The measures based on Pearson’s coefficient describe their appealing simplicity and proven clinical significance, are inherently incapable of taking into account non linear effects. In fact, studies emphasize that cerebral autoregulation is a stochastic, nonlinear dynamic process. The transfer function analysis suffers from the big drawback of averaging out all the potential useful time information, hence treating cerebral autoregulation as a stationary, linear process. To overcome this drawback, it is natural to consider time-frequency analysis which combines the advantages of both time and frequency domain analysis. Unlike the Fourier transform, the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) possesses the ability to construct a time-frequency representation of a signal that offers very good time and frequency localization. Latka et al. used the complex Mortlet wavelet with the CWT to compute the instantaneous phase of the CBFV and MAP signals and obtain a synchronisation index between the two signals, defined as the standard deviation of the phase difference. Besides investigating the instantaneous phase difference, wavelet cross-correlation (WCC) was introduced as the cross-correlation between CWT coefficients of MAP and oxyhaemoglobin (\(HbO_2\)) as obtained by NIRS. Compared to ordinary cross-correlation, WCC is also a measure of similarity between two time series, but localised to different frequencies. This CWT-based technique was used to analyse the coupling between oscillations in MAP and \(HbO_2\) in both autonomic failure patients and age matched controls. It has been demonstrated that the frequency (wavelet scale) at which high correlation between MAP and \(HbO_2\) occurs is posture dependent in patients but not in controls. Spectral analysis using wavelets provides a mathematical framework for the analysis of nonstationary effects in cerebral haemodynamics, thus overcoming the restrictions intrinsic to earlier methods.

Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) is a heart-lung machine similar to a CPB machine used as a life support system for infants and children with intractable cardio-respiratory failure. The severity of illness that precipitates the initiation of ECMO, as well as the risks associated with the procedure itself, have raised concerns about morbidity among the survivors. Intra-cerebral complications are the largest cause of morbidity and mortality in these patients, with the reported frequency of abnormal neuroimaging ranging from 28% to 52% depending on techniques and methods of classification. Initiation of ECMO involves cannulation of the major great vessels-right common carotid artery and internal jugular vein-which may cause lateralising cerebrovascular injury. Several studies noted an increase in injuries to the right hemisphere in infants who underwent ligation of the right carotid artery. Other studies, however, showed no selective or greater injury to the right hemisphere as compared with the left. Furthermore, most ECMO infants suffer from hypoxia, asphyxia, and hypercarbia, prior to the induction of ECMO. All these physiological changes can disrupt cerebral autoregulation leaving the cerebral microcirculation vulnerable to alterations in systemic blood pressure.

To date, the focus of NIRS studies on ECMO patients have been concentrated on relative and absolute changes in the amplitudes of NIRS parameters during vessel ligation and alterations in the ECMO flows. Furthermore, single or dual channel systems have been used in these studies with optodes usually place on the forehead which monitor only a small area of the anterior frontal lobe. In a previous study, we have used a dual NIRS system and showed the presence of oscillations related to vasomotion, mechanical oscillations from the ECMO pump, respiration rate, and heart rate. Slow oscillations in the vasomotion range were observed in the peripheral circulation and not in the brain of a number of ECMO patients while in other cases the slow oscillations appeared in both peripheral and cerebral circulations. Preliminary results using a multichannel NIRS system indicate regional variation in cerebral oxygenation responses during ECMO flow changes. Here, we are investigating the use of WCC as a method to study the concordance between multisite cerebral oxyhaemoglobin concentration measures and MAP in order to assess regional variations in cerebral autoregulation in neonates supported on ECMO. The long term aim of our work is the continuous bedside, non-invasive, real time assessment of regional dynamic cerebral autoregulation.
autoregulation that will potentially aid clinical management of infants and children supported on extracorporeal circulation.

2 Methods

2.1 Subjects

The study was approved by the UCL, Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Trust Research Ethics Committee. Written informed parental consent was obtained from all participants prior to inclusion in the study. A total of 12 veno-arterial (VA) ECMO patients, age range 1 to 25 days, were monitored during cannulation, decannulation, weaning from ECMO and alterations in the ECMO flows. The results from six out of the twelve patients were used in the wavelet analysis described herein. Data from the rest of the patients were rejected due to poor signal-to-noise ratio or movement artefacts (see Sec. 2.3). The demographics of the six patients are shown in Table 1. All six patients presented here were monitored during alterations in the ECMO flows. Alterations in the ECMO flows refer to successive decrease in the ECMO flow by 10% from the initial flow, approximately every 10 minutes, down to 70% of the initial flow followed by successive increase back to baseline [Fig. 1(c)].

2.2 Instrumentation

A multichannel continuous wave (CW) near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) system (ETG-100, Hitachi Medical Ltd., Japan) was used to measure changes in oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2), deoxyhaemoglobin (HHb), and total haemoglobin (HbT) concentrations using the modified Beer-Lambert Law. A differential pathlength factor (DPF) of 4.99 was used for the conversion of optical data to haemoglobin concentrations.31 A novel neonatal cap was constructed to accommodate the light sources and detectors. This constitutes five sources, with each source consisting of two laser diodes emitting at two wavelengths in the near infrared region (780 nm and 830 nm), and four avalanche photodiodes as detectors. The sources and detectors are arranged in a 3 × 3 array with inter-optode distance of 3 cm, i.e., covering an area of 6 × 6 cm². The source-detector configuration is shown in Fig. 1(b) where the spacing between each source-detector pair indicates a channel therefore allowing data to be collected from a total of 12 channels. The source-detector pairs are frequency multiplexed which allows all of the sources to be illuminated simultaneously. The custom-built neonatal cap, shown in use in Fig. 1(c), is made from silicone rubber (RTV T30). This design makes it light and flexible allowing it to be adjusted with ease and to fit a range of head shapes and sizes.

Multimodal data were collected synchronously with the optical data that included systemic parameters (arterial blood pressure, heart rate [HR], and arterial oxygen saturation [SpO2]) and ECMO circuit parameters (venous oxygen saturation [SvO2], arterial saturation at the cannula [SaO2], ECMO flows, and hematocrit).

2.3 Data Analysis

The recorded attenuation measurements for each data set were initially inspected and channels that showed evidence of poor signal-to-noise ratio, mismatch in attenuation at the two wavelengths or saturation of the detector were rejected from further analysis. Further data were rejected after converting the attenuation data into haemoglobin concentrations. The HbO2 time series were divided into sections representing each ECMO flow period. Each section of data was then high pass filtered using a fifth-order Butterworth filter with cut off frequency of 0.008 Hz to remove very slow variations and baseline shift, and subsequently low pass filtered using a fifth-order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz to remove variability in the signal due to the cardiac cycle. In the presence of movement artefacts, indicated by abrupt spikes or discontinuities in the data, the whole section (i.e., flow period) was removed from the data set across all channels.

MAP was obtained by trapezoid integration of the arterial blood pressure waveform every 0.2 s, equivalent to sampling frequency of 5 Hz. The time series of MAP was also divided into sections representing each flow period and the signal was filtered using the same cut-off frequencies as the HbO2 signal.

Spectral analysis using wavelets was performed on the multichannel HbO2 data. The WCC was used as a method to investigate the relation between MAP and HbO2. The complex Morlet wavelet was used to calculate the CWT coefficients for each time series, MAP and HbO2, using the MatLab (Mathworks, Inc.) wavelet toolbox function cwt.

While there is a general relationship between the scale (α) in the wavelet domain and frequency in the Fourier transform, no

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>Age (days)</th>
<th>Cannulation sides</th>
<th>Indication for ECMO</th>
<th>Clinical condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>RCCA &amp; IJV</td>
<td>Neonatal respiratory failure</td>
<td>Neonatal hypoxaemic respiratory failure due respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infection post cardiac surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>RCCA &amp; IJV</td>
<td>Neonatal respiratory failure</td>
<td>Neonatal hypoxemic respiratory failure with (PPHN) and (MAS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>RCCA &amp; IJV</td>
<td>Neonatal respiratory failure</td>
<td>Neonatal hypoxemic respiratory failure with PPHN and MAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>RCCA &amp; IJV &amp; RA</td>
<td>Cardiac-post cardiac surgery</td>
<td>Post arterial switch surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>RCCA &amp; IJV</td>
<td>Neonatal respiratory failure</td>
<td>Neonatal hypoxemic respiratory failure with PPHN and MAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>RCCA &amp; IJV</td>
<td>Neonatal respiratory failure</td>
<td>Neonatal hypoxemic respiratory failure with PPHN and MAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: RCCA = right common carotid artery; IJV = internal jugular vein; RA = right atrium.
precise relationship exists. The translation from scale to frequency depends upon the particular choice of wavelet. However, an approximate relationship between wavelet scale and translated frequency, $f_a$, was computed as:

$$f_a = \frac{f_c}{\alpha \cdot \delta t},$$

where $f_c$ is the center frequency and $\delta t$ is the sampling period. This approximate relationship was previously used by Refs. [19] and [20] to study similar physiological oscillations as reported herein.

A scale range with unit spacing from 5 to 100, representing frequencies 0.008 to 1 Hz was used to obtain two complex time series, $W_{MAP}(a, t)$ and $W_{HbO2}(a, t)$ for each flow period A to G (see Fig. 1) and across each of the 12 channels.

The WCC between MAP and HbO2 in each channel and for each flow was obtained using the equation below:

$$WCC = \frac{|R_{XY}(W_{MAP}, W_{HbO2}, a, \tau)|}{\sqrt{|R_{XX}(W_{MAP}, a, 0) \cdot R_{XX}(W_{HbO2}, a, 0)|}},$$

in which $R_{XY}(s_1, s_2, a, \tau)$ denotes the cross-correlation of the wavelet coefficients of the series $s_1$ and $s_2$ at a scale $a$ and for a relative time shift $\tau$. $R_{XX}(s_1, a, 0)$ denotes the autocorrelation of the time series $s_1$ for zero time shift. WCC$(a, \tau)$ represents the cross-spectral power in the two time series (shifted relative to each other by $\tau$) as a fraction of the total power in the two time series. WCC ranges from 0 to 1. At a given wavelet scale, WCC = 1 would indicate that the coefficients of the two wavelet transforms are related to each other by a simple scaling factor, suggesting strong synchronization at this frequency.

The instantaneous phase difference was calculated using

$$W_{MAP} \cdot W_{HbO2}^* = r \cdot e^{i\Delta \Phi},$$

where * denotes the complex conjugate. The mean phase difference between the two time series, MAP and HbO2, was obtained using the circular mean, $\Delta \Phi(a)$, of the instantaneous phase difference over the duration of a test segment and was calculated using the following:

$$\Delta \Phi(a) = \tan^{-1}\left\{ \frac{\sum \sin[\Delta \Phi(a, t)]}{\sum \cos[\Delta \Phi(a, t)]} \right\}.$$

For each time series pair at each flow period and for each channel, the maximum value of WCC$(a, \tau)$ was found within three scale bands:

$$a_i = 5 < a < 20(0.25 \text{ Hz} < f < 1 \text{ Hz}),$$

$$a_{ii} = 20 < a < 40(0.13 \text{ Hz} < f < 0.25 \text{ Hz}),$$

$$a_{iii} = 40 < a < 80(0.06 \text{ Hz} < f < 0.13 \text{ Hz}).$$

These bands were chosen to overlap with respiration rate (RR), ventilation rate (VR), and slow Mayer-waves (Mw), respectively. The phase circular mean, $\bar{\Delta \Phi}(a)$, at maximum WCC were also calculated within each scale band, for each flow period and each channel. For each scale band a two-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey and Bonferroni analysis was applied on the mean WCC of the group data in order to assess differences within each flow period and between channels ($p < 0.05$). In addition, one-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Tukey and Bonferroni analysis was applied on the group mean scale across channels to assess changes in scale across flow periods ($p < 0.05$). SPSS (IBM corporation) was used to compute the statistical analysis.

### 3 Results

Figure 2 shows the raw HbO2 and MAP data for one VA-ECMO patient from a single channel at baseline (period A = 100% flow) and minimum ECMO flows (period D = 70% flow). At minimum flow, the fluctuations in the MAP are synchronized with HbO2 while this is not observed at baseline flow.

In general, WCC between MAP and HbO2 revealed three distinct peaks within three scale regions. The first peak typically occurred at a scale of around 14 (0.36 Hz), the second at a scale around 30 (0.16 Hz), and the third at a scale around 50 (0.1 Hz). These peaks could correspond to the respiration rate (RR), ventilation rate (VR), and Mayer-waves (Mw), respectively.

Figure 3 shows a set of typical WCC contours obtained from two patients at baseline flow and minimum flow. For patient 8, WCC shows no distinct peaks at baseline flows indicating no correlation between MAP and HbO2. At minimum flow, peaks in the WCC contours are shown at scales 15 ($f_a = 0.33$ Hz), 29 ($f_a = 0.17$ Hz), and a relatively weaker peak at scale 55 ($f_a = 0.09$ Hz). The WCC contour for patient 7 at baseline flow shows a relatively weak peak at a scale 34 ($f_a = 0.15$ Hz). As with patient 8, correlation between MAP and HbO2 becomes stronger at minimum flow with the peak at scale 34 spreading to higher Mayer-waves related scales and another peak occurring at scale 10 ($f_a = 0.5$ Hz). These peaks appear shifted from zero time lag.

Figure 4 shows the group data for the mean of the maximum WCC within RR band, $WCC_{max}^{RR}$, for each flow period and for all the 12 channels. By convention, a value of WCC below 0.5 indicates no correlation between MAP and HbO2. A + sign is used to indicate that HbO2 lags MAP, i.e.,

![Graph showing changes in HbO2 and MAP during a time widow of seven minutes for patient 4 collected from channel 5 at (a) baseline flow (period A) and (b) minimum flow (period D).](image-url)
$ΔΦ(a) > 0$, only for WCC greater than 0.5, i.e., strong correlation between the two signals. A $\bar{\Delta}Φ$ sign is used to indicate that HbO$_2$ is leading MAP, i.e., $\bar{\Delta}Φ(a) < 0$, where WCC $> 0.5$. There is a significant difference between WCC$_{max}^{RR}$ across flow periods and between channels, $F(17, 83) = 18.06$, $p < 0.05$. The following observations can be made:

- There are statistically significant differences ($p < 0.05$) in the mean WCC$_{max}^{RR}$ across all flows between symmetrical channels positioned on the right (channels 7, 10, and 12) and left (channels 6, 8, and 11) cerebral hemispheres, most likely the parietal lobes [Fig. 4(b)].

Fig. 3 Wavelet cross-correlation between MAP and HbO$_2$ for two patients. Low correlation as indicated by blue color is shown at baseline ECMO flows [(a) and (c)] and high correlation as indicated by red color is shown (b) around scales 16 and 30 for patient 8 at minimum flow and (d) around scales 16 and 40 to 80 for patient 7 at minimum flow.

Fig. 4 Group wavelet cross-correlation between MAP and HbO$_2$ within scale band $\alpha_i = 5 < \alpha < 20(0.25 \text{ Hz} < f < 1 \text{ Hz})$, representing respiration rate (RR): (a) WCC$_{max}^{RR}$ at all flow periods across all channels; (b) mean WCC$_{max}^{RR}$ across all flow periods of channels on the right side and symmetrical channels on the left side; and (c) mean of the scale at WCC$_{max}^{RR}$, $\alpha_{max}^{RR}$, for each flow period across all channels. $\pm/\mp$ denotes HbO$_2$ lagging/leading MAP for WCC$_{max}^{RR} > 0.5$; $\ast$ Statistical significant difference between symmetrical channels on right and left hemispheres ($p < 0.05$). # Statistical significant differences between flow period E ($p < 0.05$).
The parietal lobe is below 0.5 suggesting no correlation between MAP and HbO2 in these channels.

- Similarities are shown between symmetrical channels on the right (2 and 5) and left (1 and 3) frontal lobes. While for symmetrical channels 1 and 2, WCC\textsubscript{max BB} > 0.5 after minimum flow (period D) is reached, for symmetrical channels 1 and 5, WCC\textsubscript{max BB} > 0.5 even before minimum flow was reached.

- A significant increase in WCC\textsubscript{max BB} was observed with decrease in flow across all channels. WCC\textsubscript{max BB} was highest either at flow periods E or F. WCC\textsubscript{max BB} at flow periods E and F is significantly higher than WCC\textsubscript{max BB} obtained in the rest of the flow periods.

- The group data showed that the scale at which WCC\textsubscript{max BB} occurs, at\textsubscript{max BB} across flow changes for all channels ranges from 9 to 14 (0.29 to 0.56 Hz) [Fig. 5(c)]. A shift to higher scales is observed during decrease in flow, from flow periods A to D, and shift back to lower scales from flow periods E to F. There is a significant change in scale between flow period D and flow periods A and F, F(6, 83), p < 0.05.

- In general values WCC\textsubscript{max BB} are lower in this scale band that in RR band.

The group data for maximum WCC within Mayer-waves band, WCC\textsubscript{max MW}, across flow periods and channels is shown in Fig. 5. Mean WCC\textsubscript{max MW} across flow periods is higher on the right hemisphere than on the left these differences were not found to be statistically significant [Fig. 5(c)]. There is a significant difference between WCC\textsubscript{max MW} across flow periods but not between channels, F(17, 83) = 10.03, p < 0.05. Analogous to the other two scale bands, the strongest correlation between MAP and HbO2 is observed at flow period E across all the channels. The scale at which WCC\textsubscript{max MW} occurs, at\textsubscript{max MW}, is shifted to lower scales as ECMO flow changes from flow period A to F [Fig. 5(c)].

![Group wavelet cross-correlation between MAP and HbO2 within scale band](image)

**Fig. 5** Group wavelet cross-correlation between MAP and HbO2 within scale band \(a_f = 20 < f < 40 (0.13 \text{ Hz} < f < 0.25 \text{ Hz})\), representing ventilation rate (VR): (a) WCC\textsubscript{max VR} at all flow periods across all channels; (b) mean WCC\textsubscript{max VR} across all flow periods of channels on the right side and symmetrical channels on the left side; and (c) mean of the scale at WCC\textsubscript{max VR}, at\textsubscript{max VR}, for each flow period across all channels. +/− denotes HbO2 lagging/leading MAP for WCC\textsubscript{max VR} > 0.5; * Statistical significant difference between symmetrical channels on the right and the left hemispheres (\(p < 0.05\)). 

# Statistical significant differences between flow period D (\(p < 0.05\)).
4 Discussion

WCC between MAP and multisite cerebral HbO2 across 12 channels has been computed for six neonates supported on veno-arterial (VA) ECMO during sequential changes in the ECMO flow. The WCC applied herein typically exhibits three peaks, the first at a scale corresponding to a frequency around 0.33 Hz, the second at a frequency around 0.16 Hz, and the third at a frequency around 0.1 Hz and could correspond to respiration rate (RR), ventilation rate (VR), and Mayer-waves (Mw), respectively. The maximum WCC, within three scale bands around the three frequency peaks were obtained for each ECMO flow period and each channel. Group data showed that WCCmax appears to be increasing with decreasing ECMO flow and peaks during flow period E, i.e., when the flow is brought back to 80% of the baseline from minimum flow. Even though a decrease in WCC is observed after flow period E, WCC is still typically higher than the baseline flows. Regional variations in WCC were observed between channels potentially placed in the right parietal lobe and left parietal lobes with channels on the right exhibiting significantly higher values of WCC compared to the rest of the channels. Interestingly, these two patients showed the highest values in WCC compared to the rest of the patients. Outcome and follow up of neonates treated with ECMO have shown that a proportion of ECMO survivors are likely to have medical and developmental issues after discharge and tend to be at high risk for learning and/or behavioral problems in childhood. Approximately 15% of ECMO children at age 5 have neurosensory disabilities following neonatal ECMO. Attention, memory, and learning are described as “higher executive brain functions” and are localized in specialized regions of the brain known as the “association cortex” where much more complex information processing is conducted. The association cortex is part of the parietal lobes.

whereas slow MAP changes are filtered. Rowley et al. also applied WCC between MAP and HbO2 in adult patients suffering from autonomic failure and age-matched controls and report peaks in WCC around 0.33 Hz and 0.1 Hz which they relate to respiration and Mayer-waves, respectively. These peaks in WCC appeared shifted from zero time lag in autonomic failure patients but not in control subjects. These findings are also in agreement with Latka et al. where wavelet analysis was used to obtain a synchronization index in healthy adult volunteers. Even though, these studies do not report a frequency around 0.16 Hz, in another study Latka et al. used synchronization index on adult patients with brain injuries and reported high variability of arterial blood pressure around 0.2 Hz as a direct consequence of mechanical ventilation.

High WCC (>0.5 by convention) indicates that any changes in MAP are mirrored in blood flow, i.e., cerebral blood flow is pressure passive, suggesting that cerebral autoregulation may be impaired. In two out of the six patients monitored during alteration in the ECMO flows, a drop in SpO2 in the order of 20% was observed at minimum flows. Interestingly, these two patients showed the highest values in WCC compared to the rest of the patients. Outcome and follow up of neonates treated with ECMO children at age 5 have neurosensory disabilities following neonatal ECMO.

Figure 6: Group wavelet cross-correlation between MAP and HbO2 within scale band $a_{ij} = 20 < a < 40(0.06 \text{ Hz} < f_a < 0.13 \text{ Hz})$, representing Mayer-waves (Mw): (a) WCC max Mw at all flow periods across all channels; (b) mean WCC max Mw across all flow periods of channels on the right side and symmetrical channels on the left side; and (c) mean of the scale at WCC max Mw, for each flow period across all channels. # Statistical significant differences between symmetrical channels on the right and on the left hemispheres ($p < 0.05$). * Statistical significant differences between flow period A ($p < 0.05$).
Further work could elucidate whether there is a robust link between the regions of the brain where altered WCC were observed and those regions associated with long term neurodevelopmental deficit.

A shift in the scale of maximum correlation across flow periods was also observed indicating that cerebral circulation is indeed challenged by changes in ECMO flows. WCC allows us to determine the dependency of the time series, in this case MAP and HbO$_2$, on multiple time scales and consequently determine the multiscale nature of the underlying dynamics. It is apparent that the interplay of the fluctuations of MAP and HbO$_2$ for high frequencies is different from that in the low frequency part of the spectrum. The strong reactivity of cerebral vessels to carbon dioxide arterial content might underlie the respiratory origin of the peak in RR band. The origin of the low frequency, non respiratory oscillation in blood pressure still remains controversial. Current evidence suggests that the baroreflex mechanisms substantially contribute to oscillations in this frequency range.

Other studies use coherence and transfer function between MAP and HbD (where HbD = HbO$_2$-HHb) as a NIRS parameter to assess cerebral autoregulation. However, HbO$_2$ was previously used by Rowley et al when applying WCC in patients suffering from autonomic failure and age matched controls. In addition, previous work on spectral analysis using Fourier transforms on patients supported on ECMO showed that oscillations in HbO$_2$ are stronger than in other NIRS parameters. The presence of slow spontaneous oscillations may be more significant in the oxymoglobin signal measured by NIRS than in the deoxymoglobin or total haemoglobin signal. However, Payne and colleagues used both HbO$_2$ and HbD when calculating the synchronization index, an alternative method based on CWT, and have shown differences between the results of the two parameters. It will be interesting however, to apply the method to other NIRS parameters and compare the results between them.

WCC decomposes the MAP and HbO$_2$ signals into wavelet modes which are highly localized in frequency and allows investigation of which modes are most likely linearly related. Unlike other methods based on Fourier transforms, i.e., transfer function and coherence, WCC makes no assumption about the stationarity of the relationship between time series, and if other modes of oscillation in cerebral haemodynamics exists which are not driven by systemic variables these will show a low value of wavelet cross correlation. The Fourier transform of the signal yields a function that depends only on frequency, whereas the wavelet transform of that signal depends on both frequency and time. This distinction becomes important since the relation between MAP and HbO$_2$ signals is a nonstationary stochastic process, in which case the frequency spectrum of the signals changes over time. This time change is ill defined for a Fourier spectrum, but is well defined for a wavelet spectrum. Another important difference between the wavelet transforms and Fourier transforms is frequency resolution. The frequency resolution of a power density spectrum depends on the length of the sliding window in which the fast Fourier transforms (FFT) are applied. The greater the length of the sliding window (higher number of samples) the higher the resolution but at the expense of lower signal to noise ratio (S/N). Consequently, the length of the sliding window depends on the length and sampling frequency of the signal, i.e., number of sampling points. As a result a high sampling frequency and a long signal are required to resolve frequencies in the lower range which are of interest when studying cerebral autoregulation. Even if the frequency resolution is high enough it can still be difficult to capture frequencies in the lower range due to low S/N. In contrast to the Fourier transform, the Wavelet transform depends on scale which is inversely related to frequency. Consequently, there is a higher resolution at lower frequencies. Furthermore, WCC is a measure of the level of similarity between two signals in a given frequency band and does not depend upon the power of those signals provided that the time series are compared for a sufficiently long time interval.

The WCC is based on the use of the CWT and a sufficient amount of time is needed to generate the results. Analysis using the continuous complex Morlet wavelet transform is significantly longer than the Fourier transform. This imposes an important limitation of the technique if the system is to be used for continuous monitoring at the bedside. In addition, WCC is a bivariate method of analysis and in this case cerebral circulation was only compared with fluctuations in the MAP. However, cerebral circulation is complex. It has been suggested that the relation between synchronously measured spontaneous slow waves of perfusion pressure and CBF is vulnerable to confounding influences such as changes in CO$_2$ partial pressure. Payne and colleagues have recently shown that changes in the arterial blood gases have a direct effect on CBF and can attenuate the cerebral autoregulation response. They demonstrated that the phase angle between MAP and HbO$_2$ changes significantly with CO$_2$ partial pressure but much less so with SpO$_2$. The limitations of the current WCC method might be overcome by using discrete wavelet packet transforms which allow assessing cerebral autoregulation as a multivariate system that can be calculated instantaneously.

## 5 Conclusions

WCC between HbO$_2$ and MAP provides a useful method to investigate the dynamics of global and/or regional cerebral autoregulation. Cerebral autoregulation on ECMO is poorly studied, the most common reason being that there have been no easy noninvasive methods to study and interpret complex cerebral physiological process such as cerebral autoregulation. There are potential challenges to global and regional cerebral autoregulation whilst supported on ECMO from the time of cannulation when the great vessels (artery and vein) on the right side of neck are ligated for cannulation. Multichannel near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) offers the advantage of a continuous, noninvasive monitoring of regional cerebral oxyhaemoglobin concentration (HbO$_2$). The analysis presented herein showed a relationship between WCC and ECMO flow in the grouped data of six patients. These differences were statistically significant between right and left hemispheres, especially when the flows were weaned sequentially by 10% and 20% of the baseline. Furthermore, studies are necessary to elucidate this relationship and to understand regional differences in cerebral autoregulation during different clinical states on ECMO. Multichannel NIRS in conjunction with WCC analysis can be used to form a noninvasive neuromonitoring system which has the potential to assess regional variations in cerebral oxygenation and autoregulation, and hence provide a useful clinical management tool.
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